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This article investigates the cohomology of a group relative to a collection of normal 
subgroups. A group-theoretic description of the first relative cohomology is given and used to 
deduce: a new five term exact sequence; some Hopf type formulas; and a new version of the 
Universal Coefficient Theorem. 
1. Introduction 
Let N be a normal subgroup of a group G, and let A be a G/N-module. It is not 
difficult to define relative cohomology groups H”(G,N; A) for n 2 1 (see Section 3 
and for instance any of [I, 6,8,9,12]) which fit into a natural long exact sequence 
O-tH’(G/N;A)+- 
where H”(G;A) is the n-th cohomology of G with coefficients in A. By ‘natural’ 
we shall always mean natural in the first and second variable. (For the relative terms 
in this sequence the first variable is clearly the inclusion Nc, G.) More generally, 
to m normal subgroups N,, . . . , IV, of G and a G/{N, N2 ... N,}-module A we can 
associate hyper-relative cohomology groups H”(G, Nr, . . . , N,,,; A) for n r 1 (see 
Section 3 and [9]) which fit into a natural long exact sequence 
O-H’(G/N,,,,N,N,/N,,... ,N,,_,N,/N,,,;A)+... 
-H”(G/N,,,,N,N,,,/N,,,,... ,N,_,N,/N,;A)-tH”(G,N,,...,N,_,;A) 
+H”(G,N ,,..., N,;A)-*H”+‘(G/N,,N,N,/N, ,..., N,,p,N,/N,;A). 
In this article we give the following new description of the first hyper-relative 
cohomology group. 
Theorem 1.1. There is a natural isomorphism 
H’(G,N,, . . . . N,;A)zHom,(&A) 
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Here (m)={l,..., m} and JJ denotes the group product in G. The group G is 
taken to act on nis(mjN; by conjugation: gx=gxgP1 for gEG and XE n;,,m)NI. 
This action induces an action of G on N, and Homo(-,A) denotes the abelian 
group of G-equivariant homomorphisms. Thus for m = 1 the isomorphism is well 
known and reads 
For m=2,3,... the isomorphism is new and reads 
H’(G,N,,N2;A)~HomG NI nN2 [N,,N21, A 
> 
, 
H1(G,N,,N,,N,;A)~Homc 
N,nN,nN, 
[N,nN,,N31[N1nN,,Nzl[N,nN,,N,l ‘A > ’ 
In [2] the hyper-relative homology groups H,, (G, N,, . . . , N, ; Z) with integer coef- 
ficients were studied and it was shown that 
H,(G,N ,,..., N,;Z)= 
niEcm,N 
n aCCmJn,EaN,9 nieaN1 ’ 
For example, 
H,(G,N,,N,;Z)= 
N, nN2 
[GNl nN,lW,,N21 * 
So immediately from Theorem 1.1 we get the following hyper-relative version of a 
well-known special case of the Universal Coefficient Theorem (cf. [5, $IV.15]). 
Corollary 1.2. Zf A has trivial G-action, there is a natural isomorphism 
H’(G,N,, . . . . N,;A)=Hom(H,(G,N, ,..., N,;Z),A). q 
With a certain amount of ingenuity Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 can be used 
to obtain information on the ordinary (i.e. non-relative) cohomology of a group. 
In the remainder of this Introduction we cite some examples, the proofs of which 
are given in Section 6. 
Proposition 1.3. Let N,, . . . , N, be normal subgroups of G and let A be a G/ 
{N,N,..-NM)-module. Suppose that Hk(G/NiNj;A)=O for k= 1,2,...,n+m- 1 
and all i# j. Then there is the following natural (3n - l)-term exact sequence: 
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Thus for instance if G is a group with two normal subgroups AI and N such that 
G = MN, and if A is an abelian group, then Hk(G/MN,A) = 0 for all k> 1 and so 
Proposition 1.3 together with Theorem 1.1 yields a new exact sequence: 
O+H’(G/M;A)@H’(G/N;A)-+H’(G;A)+Hom 
o(EyA) 
+H2(G/M;A)@H2(G/N;A)+H2(G;A). 
The next result is the cohomological analogue of the higher-dimensional Hopf 
formulas given in [2]. 
Theorem 1.4. Let R,, . . . , R, be normal subgroups of a group F such that GE 
F/l II;,(n) R;}. Let A be a G-module, and suppose that 
H”(F;A)=O, Hr(FY’[Ea Ri] 7 A) =O 
for every proper non-empty subset a of (n > with r - 1 or r - 2 elements (for example 
these F/{ ni, .R;} could be free). 
Then there is an isomorphism 
H”+‘(G;A)=Coker{Der,(F,A)+Hom,(R,A)} 
where Der,(F, A) is the group of F-derivations (see Example 2.2) and 
For n = 1 this theorem is well known. For n = 2 it is new and the isomorphism 
reads 
H3(G; A)= Coker Der,(F, A) -+ Horn 
Note that for any group G we can always find an F and Ri to satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.4. One method is analogous to methods of [lo] and [l l] 
and is best illustrated for n = 2. Choose any surjections F; + G with F; free, i = 1,2. 
Let P be the pullback of these surjections and choose a surjection F-+ P with F free. 
Let R; be the kernel of the composite map F+ P-+ F,. In general, one constructs 
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inductively an n-cube of groups F such that, for aC (n): (i) F, is free if cr # (n >; 
(ii) Fen, is G and; (iii) the morphism F,-*limp,,FD is surjective. 
We can combine the above results with the higher-dimensional Hopf formulas 
given in [2] to obtain a new proof and new version of the cohomology Universal 
Coefficient Theorem. 
Theorem 1.5. Let A be a G-module with trivial G-action. Choose normal subgroups 
R,, 1.. , R,ofafreegroupFsuch that GzF/{R,*..R,}, andsuch thatF/{ni,,R,} 
is free for each cr c (n) , CI # (n) . Then there is a natural short exact sequence 
Coker Hom(Fab, A) ---f Horn i 
R,f-l..-ClR, 
R1f-l ... n R, fl [F, F] 
,A 
>> 
+W+‘(G;A)+Hom(H,+,(G;H),A). 
Moreover, this sequence is split by an unnatural splitting. 0 
The organisation of this article is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we recall facts 
on the cotriple description of (relative) derived functors. In Section 4 we give some 
technical results on derived functors. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 
5. The proofs of the remaining results are contained in Section 6. 
It is worth remarking that our methods are purely algebraic, and are easily 
transferred to other algebraic settings such as the cohomology of Lie algebras or 
commutative algebras. 
2. Derived functors 
In this section we recall the cotriple description of group cohomology. For further 
details consult [l]. A useful reference on simplicial objects is [3]. 
Let 8 be an arbitrary category and &=(E, &,a) a cotriple on g. So E: if?-+ ‘ST is 
an endofunctor and E : E--t l,, 6 : E + E2 are natural transformations satisfying 
(E&)S = lE, (EE)B = l,, (Ed)6 = (6E)6. 
Example 2.1. Let Q be a group. We denote by 9?(Q) the category of groups over 
Q. Thus the objects of ‘Z+(Q) are group homomorphisms G+ Q, and the mor- 
phisms are commutative triangles of group homomorphisms 
G - G’. 
\J 
Q 
Let Y&(Q) be the category of sets over the underlying set of Q, and let 
U: @(Q) + Y&(Q) be the ‘forgetful’ functor. Finally let F: Yet(Q) + SZb(Q) be 
the functor which takes a set map X-+ Q to the induced group homomorphism 
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FX --f Q where FX is the free group on X. Then E = FU : Y+L (Q) + ?$A (Q) is an endo- 
functor which, together with the obvious natural transformations, provides us with 
a cotriple E=(E,&,6) on F+(Q) (cf. [4]). 
To each object C in E? we can associate a simplicial object E(C), in 8 by setting 
E(C), = En+‘(C) and 
E;=E’EE~-~:E(C),,+E(C),_~, 6;=E’cW-‘:E(C),+E(C),+,, 
for Oliln. 
Now suppose we have a contravariant functor T: @?-+A% from FZ to the category 
of abelian groups. By applying T dimensionwise to E(C), we obtain a cosimplicial 
abelian group TE(C), . The homotopy groups of TE(C), are the derivedfunctors 
of T and we write 
L;(C) = n,(TWC),). 
Recall that the homotopy groups of TE(C), are the homology groups of the 
cochain complex 
d-1 do 4 
0- TE(C),- ..a - T&C), - TE(C),+, - ... 
where d,, = ET_‘; (- 1)‘~~. Thus 
L~(C)=Kerd,/Imd,_,, n>O. 
Example 2.2. Let Q be a group and A a Q-module. Recall that iff: G + Q is a group 
homomorphism, then a Q-derivation over f is a function d: G +A satisfying 
d(gg’) = d(g) +f(g) . d(g’) for all g, g’E G. The set of Q-derivations over f from G 
to A is an abelian group which we denote by DerQ(G,A). The suppression off in 
this notation should cause no problems. Clearly we have a contravariant functor 
DerQ(-,A) : F+(Q) +A%. It is well known (cf. [l]) that if lQ: Q- Q denotes the 
identity homomorphism considered as an object in F+(Q), then there are isomor- 
phisms 
3. Hyper-relative derived functors 
Throughout this and the next section we shall suppose that & = (E, E, 6) is a cotri- 
ple on a category FZ such that E: g -+ 8 factors through a pair of functors 
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with U a right adjoint to F, with E : FU-tl, the counit of adjunction, with 
v: 1,-t UF the unit of adjunction and S=FvU (cf. [4]). 
We shall say that a morphism f: C +B in %? is a fibration if there exists a mor- 
phism A : UB + UC in 5B such that (U&f)2 = 1 LiB. It is readily seen that a fibration 
f: C + B induces a dimensionwise injective homomorphism of cosimplicial groups 
Tf, : TE(B), + TE(C), for any contravariant functor T: g-*&Z. We denote the 
homotopy groups of the cokernel of this cosimplicial map by 
LfT(Cf B) = rr,(Cokerf,), ?220. 
Since a short exact sequence of cosimplicial groups yields a long exact sequence of 
homotopy groups (cf. [3]) we have immediately: 
Proposition 3.1. A fibration f: C-B in E? yields a natural long exact sequence 
0 -+ L;(B) -+~~~~L;(B)+L,T(C)~L,RT(C+B)~L,T+l(B)+~~~. 0 
Now the functors Lf’ can be regarded as derived functors. To see this let 8% 
denote the category whose objects are the fibrations CAB in g and whose mor- 
phisms are commutative squares in g: 
C-B 
1 ! 
C’ -B’. 
The cotriple EY= @,&,a) on 0 extends in an obvious way to a cotriple %%Y= 
(RE, E, S) on &+I?@?: on objects RE is defined by RE(C + B) = EC + EB. Let RT: 
.%%-+d be the contravariant functor which maps a fibration C-t B to the cokernel 
of the induced abelian group homomorphism TB+ TC, that is, 
R T(C --f B) = Coker( TB + TC). 
Clearly the functors LfT defined above are the derived functors of the functor 
RT with respect to the cotriple B& on %Ro. 
Note that the endofunctor RE factors through a pair of adjoint functors 
RE 
.?.Q~-B~ 
where .%B is the category whose objects are the morphisms of G@ which possess at 
least one splitting, and whose morphisms are commutative squares in %i; the adjoint 
pair is the obvious one. Thus we can define inductively, for mz0, 
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Lz m+l%=.%?(Bmm), .%‘oiY=~, 
R m+lT=R(RmT), ROT= T. 
Therefore we have derived functors 
We call these functors the hyper-relative derived functors of T. 
Example 3.2. Let G be a group with normal subgroups N,, . . . , N, and set Q = 
G/{N,...N,}. For crc (m) set G,=G/{ ni,,Nj}. For each a there is a quotient 
homomorphism G, + Gau Ii). Thus the G, form an ‘m-cubical diagram’ in the 
category %+(Q), which we denote by (G,}. It is readily checked that {G,} is an 
object in Bern gfi(Q). 
For a Q-module A and m 2 1 we define 
H”+l(G,N,,...,Nm;A)=L~‘n+lDe’Q’-~A’{G,}, nr0. 
Combining Proposition 3.1 with Example 2.2 and the well-known (see [5]) isomor- 
phism Hi(G;A) = Der(G,A)/Ider(G,A) where Ider(G,A) denotes the group of 
inner derivations (i.e., derivations of the form d : G -+ A, g Y (g - 1)a for some fixed 
ae A), we see immediately that these hyper-relative cohomology groups fit into 
exact sequences as explained in the beginning of the Introduction. 
4. Some technical results 
Extending a definition of [7] we shall say that a diagram 
41 P 
C f’;C’-C 
42 
(*) 
in ‘?Z satisfying pq, =pq2 is split over ‘9 if there exist morphisms A : UC-+ UC’ and 
,~4 : UC’- UC” in SZJ such that (Up)A = l,,, (Uql),u = lUc,, and (Uqz),u =A(Up). 
We shall say that a contravariant functor IV: B-t& is left exact if it maps any 
split diagram (*) to an equaliser diagram 
wql 
W(C”) - W(C)& W(C) 
w2 
of abelian groups. 
Lemma 4.1. For any contravariant functor T: B-4 the zeroth derived functor 
L,T: 67 + dA is left exact. 
Proof. A split diagram (*) gives rise to a diagram of group homomorphisms 
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TEji TEri 
TE2C” T-----’ TE2C’ ,----’ TE2C 
t TE2q,, TE2q2 t 
TE2p 
t 
T&o T&o T&o 
TP -----__+ 
TEC” 7 TEC’ & TEC 
T TWIT T&z r TEP 1 
1 LT(q,) 1 LOT(P) 1, 
L;(c) ! L:(c) a 
G-(42) 
4?(C) 
in which the broken arrows commute with the vertical arrows. Since (TI)( TEp) = 
1 it follows that L:(p) is injective. By commutivity we have Im L:(p) c 
Ker{La(q,)- Li(q2)}. It remains to show that this inclusion is in fact an equality. 
So suppose x E L;(C) and that (TEq,)(x) = ( TEq2)(x). Then (TEp)( TX)(x) = 
(Tp)(TEq2)(x) = (Tp)(TEql)(x) =x. Thus it remains to show that (TA)(x) lies in the 
kernel of Tco - TE, . Now 
(TE2~)(Teo)(T~)(x) = (TE2~)(TE~)(Teo)(x) = (T@Q(TE2qz)(Tco)(x) 
= UEiNTE2ql)(T~,)(-4 = &J(x) 
= (TM-@ =(TE~)(TE2q1)(T&1)(x) 
= (TE~)(TE2q2)(T&,)(x)= UE2~>U”~W,)(x) 
=(TE2p)(Te,)(T/i)(x). 
But TE2p is split and hence injective. Therefore (TL)(x) lies in the kernel of 
TE~-TE~. 0 
Let us now suppose that the category ~2 contains pullbacks. Thus, given a fibra- 
tion C-t B in V? we can consider the diagram 
PI 
cx,cx,c =CX,C: , C 
41192>43 P2 
where pi and qi ‘forget the ith copy of C’. (Thus for example p1 denotes the projec- 
tion onto the second copy of C.) On applying the functor Ll we obtain a diagram 
L,T{Cx,Cx,C} ~L;{cx,c} 
PI 
: L;(c) 
ql.q2,q3 P2 
where we write pi and Qi instead of Lr(p;) and Lr(q;). With this notation, we have 
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Lemma 4.2. For any fibration f: C + B there is an isornorphism 
41rQ2 
LfT(C L B) G Ker{ Coker p2 - Coker 4s). 
Proof. We can consider 
41 PI 
cx,cx,c =====z cx,c - c 
42 
I I 
43 
L PI 
, f cx,c *C-B 
P2 
as a diagram in .B’Q with the vertical maps the objects. As such, the diagram is split 
over z%9. To see this, note that a map A : UB + UC exists by virtue of the fact that 
f is a fibration; the other maps of the splitting are (Auf, 1) : UC+ U(Cx,C) and 
(Au- 1)x 1: U(Cx,C)+ U(Cx,Cx,C). 
Since q3 and pz are split homomorphisms, we have LfT(q,)= Coker & and 
LzT(p2) z Coker p2. Hence the proof is completed by applying Lemma 4.1 to the 
following diagram of groups: 
Coker 
41 
G Coker 
q2 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Lor(C XECl 
I P2 
Lor(C) 
If N is a normal subgroup of a group G and if Q = G/N, then the diagram 
Gx,Gx,G , ----;Gx Gr Q G 
is isomorphic to the diagram 
PI 
N>a(N>aG) , ----;N>aGa G 
41, q2143 P2 
where >a denotes a semi-direct product; the action of G on N is gn =gng-‘; the 
action of NMG on N is (‘%z’=gn’gP’; the homomorphisms are p1 (n, g) = ng, 
pAn,g)=g, ql(n’,n,g)=(n’nP1,ng), qAn’,n,g)=(n’,g) and qdn’,n,g)=(n,g). 
For a Q-module A it is readily seen that the induced maps 
pi: DerQ(G,A) + DerQ(NX G,A), 
4; : DerQ(N>a G, A) -+ DerQ(NM N>a GA), 
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are such that qr - q2 : Cokerp* + Coker g3 is the zero homomorphism. Thus 
Lemma 4.2 together with Examples 2.2 and 3.2 give us an isomorphism 
H’(G,N,A)=Coker(p,: DerQ(G,A)-tDerQ(N>a G,A)) 
from which it is readily seen that Hr (G, N; A) z Horn@ A). This isomorphism is 
certainly natural. So Theorem 1.1 is proved for m = 1. 
More generally, suppose that N,, . . . , IV, are normal subgroups of a group G 
(mz2). Let Q=G/{N,...N,}. For ac(m-l), let G,=G/{ni..Ni}, let 
G,=G/{Nm IIi,,N}, and let N, =N,,,/{N, fl fl iea N;}. Then the following 
pullback diagram in .97”-1 9+(Q): 
is isomorphic to the diagram 
{(N, n G,) >a (N, n G,) XI GJ ___) --=={(N,nG,)XG,}=%{G,}. 
41,42,43 P2 
Let us suppose that Theorem 1.1 has been proved for m - 1 normal subgroups of 
G, and that A is a Q-module. Then Lemma 4.2 gives us an isomorphism 
H’(G,N r, . . . , N,,,;A) g Coker p2 where p2 is the homomorphism 
H’(G,N ,,..., N,_,;A) 
~H’((N,nG)~G,(N,nN,)~N,,...,(N,,,nN,,,_,)xlN,,~,;A) 
induced by p2. By the inductive hypothesis, p2 can be rewritten 
HomQ 
&m-0 
f-l uC+lj,afO[fIi.uNjV fIieaNji ‘A I- 5 
HomQ 
n;.,,-Ij(N,W)>aN; 
n accm-l,,atorni,a(N,nNi)>QNi,nl,.(N,nNi)>aN;] 
,A . 
1 
Theorem 1.1 follows by induction. 
6. Remaining proofs 
Proposition I .3 is certainly true for m = 1. Suppose then that for some m 2 2 the 
proposition is true for any suitable collection of m - 1 subgroups. Let N,, . . . , N,,, be 
subgroups of G and A a G-module satisfying the hypothesis of the proposition, and 
consider the following commutative diagram in which km and the rows and 
columns are exact: 
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0= @ Hk+‘(G/N,,,N;;A) 
Idi<l?l 
T 
Hk(G,N ,,..., N,~~;A)-Hk(G/N,,N,N,/N, ,..., Nm_,N,JNm;A)+Hk-‘(G,N ,,..., N,;A) = T- 
Hk(G/N,,,;A) 
0= @ Hk(G/NmN,;A) 
Iri<m 
We thus obtain an homomorphism @,: H”-‘(G,N,, . . ..N.,,;A)+ H”(G/N,;A). 
Similarly, we obtain homomorphisms 
~i:Hk-‘(G,N~,..., N,;A) --t H”(G/N;;A) 
which we can combine to get a homomorphism 
(@ 1 ,..., Qm):Hk-‘(G,N1 ,..., N,;A)+ 15gmHk(G/NI;A). 
The canonical homomorphisms vi : Hk(G/Ni,A) + Hk(G,A) combine to give a 
homomorphism 
Finally, using the inductive hypothesis, there is a homomorphism 
Hk(G;A)-tHk(G,N ,,..., N,_,;A)+Hk(G,N ,,..., N,;A). 
Thus the sequence of Proposition 1.3 exists. Its exactness is a routine verification. 
Theorem 1.4 follows from Theorem 1.1 and the following: 
Lemma 6.1. Let R,, . . . . R, be normal subgroups of a group F, and A a module 
such that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4 is satisfied. Then there is an exact sequence 
Der,(F, A) --t H1 (F, R l,...,R,;A)+H”+‘(G;A)+O. q 
The proof of this is a routine diagram chase analogous to [2, proof of Proposition 
51 and which we illustrate for the case n = 2 with the following diagram of exact rows 
and columns: 
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4 
O=H2(F;A)-H2(F,R,;A)-H3(F/R,;A)=0. 
0 
To prove Theorem 1.5 we recall from [2] that for the Ri and F in the theorem, 
there is a short exact sequence 
H,,+,(G;Z)-H,(F,R,,...,R,;Z)+ R1n'-'nR' 
R, n -1. nR,n[F,F]' (*I 
By applying Hom(-,A) to this sequence with A an abelian group, and using 
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 we obtain the following diagram with exact rows: 
Hom(Fa”, A) = DerF(F, A) *H’(F,R ,,..., R,;A)- H”+‘(G;A)+O 
Note that 
R,f-l...flR, {R,n...nR,}[F,F] 
R,n .--nR,n[F,F] = [E Fl 
is a subgroup of F/[F, F] and is thus a free abelian group. Hence the sequence (*) 
has a splitting and so 71 is surjective and has a splitting. 
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